
Get warmed up. Take this opportunity to
think about some of your favorite summer
memories during this warm up!

SONG : SUMMER IN  THE C ITY

ART IST :  LOV ING '  SPOONFUL

Now that you're at the top of your hill, let's
jump down that hill from position 1-3
(wherever you land on the last song). Take a
little gear off to start the hill. Take some
more gear off to maintain that stability every
minute. Remember, you are stronger in 3 so
don't make this super light. Make sure to
slide those hands out to the edge of the
handlebars and then slide them back down
as you go to that seated.

SONG :  TH IS  SUMMER ' S GONNA HURT

ART IST :  MAROON 5

This next part of the workout is about
moving, grooving and sweating. For this
song, we'll continue working up that sweat! 
Have enough gear so you're not propelled
out of that saddle. Spend one minute with
those jumps from 1-2 on a 4 count pace.
Then take it to a jog in 2 for a minute. Then
head back to those jumps to finish the song.

SONG :  BOYS OF SUMMER

ART IST :  THE  ATAR IS

Now let's go over that hill! Keep that
heaviness at first and then pick it up for 20
seconds. Take 10 seconds off. Now take
some off. Rinse and repeat! Do two intervals
in standing climb, two in the jog 2 position
and 2 seated.

SONG :  SUMMER FL ING ,  DON ' T  MEAN A

TH ING

ART IST :  NEW FOUND GLORY

 

Hill time isn't over! Let's take this hill to a
pyramid style to incorporate the hill work we've
done previously. Make sure you start that
resistance on a hill. Spend 10 seconds seated
and 10 seconds standing. Then up the interval to
20/20. Keep going! Make sure turn that
resistance when you head to 3 for that standing
climb. And when you hear that chorus (you know
you'll sing along) pick it up!

SONG :  SUMMER G IRLS

ART IST :  LFO
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1 Do a few quick turns of that resistance --
allow 5-10 seconds in between each one.
When that chorus hits, pick it up with that
resistance. After that little pickup, take all
that resistance back to your starting point
or take half of it off -- whatever works for
you! That's your next starting point for the
next round. This will quickly wake those legs
up!

SONG :  SUMMER OF ' 6 9

ART IST :  BRYAN ADAMS

Time to get out of that saddle! Take that
resistance down to flat road to shake those
legs out. Then it's time to put enough gear
on that bike to do jumps from position 1 to 2.
Remember, you want to have enough gear
to be nice and safe. Take those jumps at
that 4 count.

SONG :  I  KNOW WHAT YOU D ID

LAST SUMMER

ART IST :  SHAWN MENDES  3
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Now we're going to cruise into a seated
climb. Every 30 seconds, add that resistance
up. When you're at the top of the hill (60
RPM) or have choppy form stop adding that
gear and hang tight! Pick it up on the chorus
for that added bonus of pushing that
heartrate.

SONG :  ALL  SUMMER LONG

ART IST :  K ID  ROCK

Time for a standing climb! Make sure to have
gear on there for your hill. You should be a
little bit heavier (80 RPM). Make sure to keep
those hips back with a nice long spine and
climb to the top, adding every 30-45
seconds.

SONG :  SUMMERT IME

ART IST :  DJ  JAZZY JAZZ 

 

Last song! Time to empty the tank and give it
your all. You have some time to recover before
we start our first sprint in the saddle. Do some
turns to make sure you have enough gear to
keep those hips nice and positioned and not
bouncy. The first one starts at :40 for 40
seconds. Take your recovery. The next one
begins at 2:00 and goes for 30 seconds. The
final bit of works takes place at 3:00 and goes till
the end of the song. You got this!

SONG :   SUMMER

ART IST :  CALV IN  HARR IS

For a lot of us, Memorial Day is the start of summer. Let's celebrate with a
summer tunes playlist! Remember: Spinning is all about listening to your body.
Take breaks and modify as you wish!

For a fun cool down, think about incorporating
Summer Nights from the Great soundtrack. Make
sure to take time to get that heart rate down while
still pedaling -- at least another song. Summer Fun
from the movie "Grease" is a fun one for this! Then
stretch out those hamstrings, quads and calves.


